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ON NONCONTINUOUS CHAOTIC FUNCTIONS
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(Communicated by Andrew M. Bruckner)

Abstract. A function /: [0, 1] —► [0, 1] is constructed such that for each two

distinct points x and y in [0, 1] the sequence {\f"(x)-fn(y)\}^=0 is dense

in [0, 1]. Here f" is the nlh iterate of /. Moreover a Baire 2 function can

be constructed so that the above condition is valid for all distinct x and y in

a dense open subset of [0, 1].

Let / be a function from I = [0, 1] into /. The iterates of / are defined

inductively by /°(x) = x and /"+ (x) = f(f"(x)). Following the definition

of [2] we say a subset S of / is scrambled for f (or / scrambles S) provided

limsur,\f(x)-f(y)\ = l
n^oc

and

liminf|/"(x)-/"(y)| = 0
n—»oo

for any distinct points x and y of S. The function / is called chaotic when

S is uncountable. Hence, for chaotic functions, orbits of points that are close

together can be arbitrarily close together or far apart depending on the place in

the orbit that is measured.

Many articles have appeared in recent years showing rather simple continuous

functions that can scramble rather "big" sets (see [4, 2] and their bibliographies).

In fact, [2] has improved earlier results and has shown that a continuous func-

tion cannot scramble an open set or a residual set, but it can scramble an Fg

set of full measure or a set that is second category in each interval.

It is also shown in [2] that under the assumption of the continuum hypothesis

a continuous function / can scramble a set T that is everywhere of second

category with the additional property that the sequence {\f"(x) - /"Cv)|}^t0

is dense in / whenever x and y are distinct members of T. If / has this

property we will say that / wildly scrambles T.
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The purpose of this article is to initiate a study of scrambled sets relative to

noncontinuous functions. One would suspect that by relaxing the requirement

of continuity, bigger scrambled sets could appear.

In particular, can a function scramble all of / ? If so, can it be a Baire a

function? If not, can a Baire a function scramble an open set or a residual set?

Our main result, Theorem 2, shows that a function can wildly scramble all of

/. Whether such a function can be a Baire a function or Lebesgue measurable

remains an open question. We also show that there exists a Baire 2 function

that scrambles a dense open set. It is an open question whether or not such a

function can be a Baire 1 function. We begin with the latter result.

Theorem 1. There is a Baire 2 function h from I onto I that scrambles a

dense open set.

Proof. According to Theorem 3.1 of [2] the "hat" function / scrambles an

uncountable Goa set. In particular / scrambles some nowhere dense perfect

set P where a = infP > 0 and b = supP < 1 . Let Q consist of P minus

a, b and minus the left-hand endpoints of the components of [a, b] - P. Let

{an}^=x and {bn}^Lx be sequences in (0,a) and (b, 1) respectively such that

an-»0 and in-»l, Let Fx be the countably infinite set containing 0, 1, a, b,

each an, each bn , and each endpoint of a component of [a, b] - P. Let &

be the set of components of I - Fx - Q. Enumerate *§ as {Gn}™=x such that

G3k Ç (0, a), G3k+X Q(b,l), and G3k+2 Q(a,b) for all k. Then G3k -» 0

and G3k+i -+ ! •

Now choose a Cantor set  T in [a, b] such that  T n P = {a, b}.   Let

£? be the set of components of [a, b] - T.   For each H £ 3? for which

i/nß/0, H n Q is a dense, boundary Gs subset of P and hence by [3,

p. 442] homeomorphic to N, the set of irrationals in /. As Q is a dense Gs

subset of P, Q is homeomorphic to N. Hence, we may decompose Q into

mutually disjoint sets {Qn}^=x such that each Qn is homeomorphic to Q.

Now let C be the Cantor ternary set in / and {/„}^10 the sequence of

its complementary intervals. Let F2 consist of 0,  1 and all the endpoints of

the /„-intervals.   Then, as above, we may decompose C - F2 into mutually

disjoint sets {S^^ln such that each Sn is homeomorphic to N and hence to

Q. Moreover, we can do this in such a way that S3k -* 0 and S3k+X —► 1 .

We can map Q onto (0,1) by the Cantor function y such that y~ is

Baire 1 (see [3, p. 442]). It follows that there is a continuous function hn

on / mapping Qn onto Jn such that h~x is Baire 1. Likewise we can find a

continuous function kn on / mapping Sn onto Gn such that k~ is Baire 1.

Pick s to be any 1-1 function on / mapping Fx onto F2 such that 5(0) = 0,

s (I) = 1 and s is continuous at 0 and 1.

Identifying a function with its graph we put

_ \n=0      1        \«=0 /

A study of tu-limit sets (that is, sets of subsequential limits of the orbits {f"(x)}^L0 where

x 6 /) for noncontinuous functions was conducted in [1].
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Then g is a 1-1 function from / onto I. If G is open,

'\G)=[{J[h:l(G)nQn]\ul{Jkn(G)nGn)u(s-x(G)nFx)
\n=0 J        \n=0 )

which is clearly an Fa set. Likewise

(g~)~\G) = g(G)
OO

-1,
=    IkWn/,,)   u i{Jk;x(G)nSn)ü(s(G)nF2)

\n=0 1        \n=Q J

is an Fa set. Therefore both g and g" are Baire 1 functions. Moreover, it

is clear that g is continuous at both 0 and 1.

Now define h = g o f o g~x. Then A is a Baire 2 function from / into /

(see [3, p. 376]). Moreover, g~~  o h" = f" o g~   for all n .

For x and y distinct in I -C, g~x(x) and g~x(y) belong to Q since

g(Q) = I -C. Hence, the sequence {\g~x o hn(x) - g~x ° h"(y)\}Z0 =

{\f" ° g~ (x)-f"°g~ (y)\}^=Q has cluster values 0 and 1. Since g is continu-

ous at 0 and 1, it follows that {\h"(x) - A"(.y)|}^!0 has cluster values of 0 and 1.

For example if 1 is a cluster value of {\g~x °h"(x)-g~x oh"(y)\}™=Q then there

is a subsequence {kn}™=0 for which g~xh n(x) —> 0 and g~xh "(y) -* 1 (or

vice versa with x and y). Then hk"(x) -* g(0) = 0 and h "(y) -» g(l) = 1.

Likewise 0 is a cluster value. This completes the proof.

The first step in proving Theorem 2 is constructing a function that wildly

scrambles the set of rationals.

Lemma 1. Let J be the set of rationals in I. Then there exists a g from J

into J such that for any distinct x and y in J, {\g"(x) -g"(y)\}^Lx is dense

in I.

Proof. Let {r,}°!0 be an enumeration of J . For.x £ J, r~ (x) is that i such

that x = rr Put E = {(r(, r}, rn,k) : i ^ j, k £ co0- {0}}. Enumerate E

as {em}°^=Q and assume for convenience that e0 = (r0, r,, rx, 1). Put em =

(a(m), ß(m), y(m), ¿¡(m)).

We will define by induction sets Cm and gm for each m £ co0 satisfying

the following properties:

(1) Cm is a finite subset of J containing a(m) and ß(m);

(2) gm is a 1-1 function from Cm into /;

(3) gm cgm+x;

(4) if x £ Cm, then x £ J - gm(Cm) or there exist i and j such that

g'm(rj) = X  and  8m(rj) € Cm   for a11  S < i Î

(5) there exists v such that \(g"m(a(m)) - gvm(ß(m)) - y(m)\ < (£,(m))~x ;

and

(6) rx(gm(x))>rx(x) forallxGCm.
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For m = 0 we have e0 - (r0,rx,rx, 1). Put C0 = {r0, r,} and select

a £ J - C0 such that a < 1 . Then put g0(r0) = r, and g0(rx) = a . Conditions

(1) through (6) are then satisfied.

Now assume we have defined Cm and gm satisfying the inductive hypothesis.

Let em+x = (ri, rj ,rn,k). By (4) it follows that r¡ £ J - gm(CJ or there

exists a greatest s > 0 such that gsm(rA £ gm(Cm). Likewise r} £ J - gm(Cm)

or there exists a greatest t > 0 such that g'm(rj) £ 8m(Cm).

Consider the case when both s and t exist. Without loss of generality we may

assume that s = t+u with u > 0. Pick distinct points bx, b2, ax, a2, ... , au+2

in J-Cm-gm(Cm) so that

i<r~x(bx)<r~x(b2)   and   j < r~x(ax) < r~X(a2) < ■■■ < r~x(au+2)   and

\Íb2-au+2j-rn\<l/k.

Define Cm+X = Cm u *m(Cw) U f>j, «,;, fl2, ..., <zu+1} and gm+x = gm U

{(*«(r/)>*l)>   (*«(ry)'ûl)' (b\ ' b2)(a\ > Ul) > ■■■' (au+l > au+l)} ■

In case 5 or t does not exist then ri or r misses gm(Cm) and we can

replace in the above construction gsm(rA or gsm(rj) by r; or t, respectively

and consider s or t to be 0.

Clearly conditions (1) through (6) are satisfied, completing the induction.

Put g = U^=o S m • Then it is easily verified that g is a 1-1 function from /

onto J - {r0} .

Let x, y, z by any points in J with x ^ y and let n £ coQ. Then

(x, y, z, n + l) — em for some m so by (5) there exists v such that \(gv(x) -

gv(y) - z)\ <(n + l)"1. It follows that {\gk(x) - gk(y)\}™=x is dense in /.

Moreover, observe that from (6) we have i < r~ (g(rA) for each i.

Lemma 2. Let {rn}™=0 be an enumeration of J, the set of rationals in I. Then

there exists a 1-1 function f from cxco0 into I such that lim^^ f(a, n) = 0

for each a and, defining F(a, n) — rn + f(a, n), F is a 1-1 function from

c x coQ onto I - J.

Proof. Let S be a well ordering of / by c (the first uncountable ordinal). Let

{zQ}Q<c be a well ordering of c x co0 . Let k(a) be the second coordinate of

za.   Pick y £ I so that rk,Q, + y is the 5-first irrational number such that

y <2~m. Put f(z0)=y.

Now suppose we have defined / at each z. with S, < ß such that f(z¿) <

2_fc(í) and / restricted to {z^ : c; < ß} is 1-1 into /-./. Choose y such that

rk(ß) + y is tne S~nrst irrational number not in {/(Zj) : £ < ß} and such that

y < 2" {ß). Put f(zn) - y . The inductive hypothesis is clearly satisfied. The

conclusion of the lemma now follows easily.

Theorem 2. There exists a 1-1 function h from I into I such that for any

distinct points x and y in I

{\h"(x) - h"(y)\}^=x    is dense in I.
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Proof. Apply Lemmas 1 and 2 to obtain g and /. Define h as follows

, Í g(x), ifx£j,

\g(rn) + f(a,r-x(g(rn)),    if x = rn + f(a, n).

By Lemma 2 h is well defined and l-l on I. If x — rn + f(a, n), then for

any z we have

ti(x) = gl(rn) + f(a,r-x(gl(rn))).

By (6) of Lemma 1 lim.^^ r~'(g(rn)) = oo for each n . Hence, by Lemma

2 lim^/ia, r Vii;))) = 0 for each n .
Now let /I be any point in / and let x and y be distinct points in /. If

x and y are both rational then we have the desired conclusion from Lemma

1. In case x and y are both irrational then x = rn + f(a, n) and y =

rm + f(ß > m) for some n, m, a, and /?. We know by Lemma 1 that there

exists a subsequence {«¿J^ln suchthat \g'k(r„)-g'k(rm)\-> A. Then |Ai/c(x)-

ft%)| = \gik(rn)-gik (rm) + f(a, rx(g^(rn))) - f(ß, r-[(g'*(rm)))\ obviously

approaches A.

In case either x or y is rational the obvious simplification of the above

argument works. This completes the proof.

Note that neither the function g of Lemma 1 nor the function h of Theorem

2 is a surjection. (Footnote: The referee has supplied a different proof of

Lemma 1 rendering g a 1-1 continuous function from J onto /. Hence, the

function h of Theorem 2 can be made a surjection.) It would be interesting to

know if the function h of Theorem 2 could be made Baire a for some a. Our

methods of construction do not seem at all amenable to modification to make

h Baire a or even Lebesgue measurable.

Also note that the proofs of Lemmas 1 and 2 as well as Theorem 2 do not

depend on the linearity of /. Hence, Theorem 2 could be recast in an obvious

way to apply to more general spaces such as the closed unit disc or I x I.
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